MESSAGE

It gives me immense pleasure to know that the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crimes (UNODC), South Asia is observing the International Anti-Corruption Day on 9th December with the special e-feature "South Asian Voices against Corruption" comprising videos and text quotes from eminent thought leaders who stand for clean governance and zero tolerance to graft.

As you know that we are the one who launched Anti Corruption movement at mass level which got support from the people from all walks of life. I have been working for establishing clean governance and zero tolerance to graft. Delhi, which represents people from every state and is treated as mini India, gave a massive mandate to our ideology, we took a pledge to uproot corruption and to give clean and people-friendly governance in Delhi.

As Chief Minister of Delhi, from the very first day, my government launched a tirade against corruption by launching Anti-Corruption Helpline for the ease and use of the people and thereafter an Anti Corruption Campaign to tell the people about number of those booked for corruption further to send a message of fear in the minds of corrupt and bribe takers. The ultimate aim of the government in launching these campaigns was to make Delhi, a corruption free state.

My Government is pushing for establishing transparency, ensuring good governance and for protecting the whistle-blowers.

I extend my best wishes for the success of entire endeavour

(Arvind Kejriwal)